Microsoft Has Loads of Unpatched and Actively-exploited Security Holes, Microsoft-sponsored Media Obsesses Over "Linux"
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Microsoft has released updates to address multiple vulnerabilities in Microsoft software. An attacker can exploit some of these vulnerabilities to take control of an affected system.

CISA encourages users and administrators to review Microsoft's June 2022 Security Update Summary and Deployment Information and apply the necessary updates.

New botnet and cryptominer Panchan attacking Linux servers [4] [Ed: This is not an issue with Linux itself, but this Microsoft-funded site wants to shift attention away from actively-exploited and unpatched Microsoft flaws; it also spreads FUD about Go for merely being used to develop some malware]

Panchan is written in the Go programming language and utilizes Go's concurrency features to maximize its spread and execute payloads.
This new Linux rootkit malware is already targeting victims [5] [Ed: Again, this is not an issue with Linux itself; it's some malware that can sometimes be installed on Linux, but that helps distract from deliberate back doors in Windows]
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